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Finding out more about your computer by simply interacting with the interface. Features: - Works with all PC motherboards -
Suitable for all Operating Systems - Shows all the hardware components inside the PC - Handy list of important information
about each component of the PC - Shows the CPU, GPU, RAM and many other internal components of the PC - Allows you to
edit the summary view and display more detailed output for any specific component - Displays power consumption and
temperatures of all internal components - Shows the system clock, video card clock, sound card clock and audio information -
Shows the date, time, IP address, location and other system information - Small footprint and intuitive interface - Linux &
Windows compatible For any issue or question, mail us at info@ntscp.com Virus Scanner 3.0! The ideal way to keep your
computer safe from malicious programs. Virus Scanner is one of the most versatile programs ever. It gives protection against
potentially harmful and annoying programs that can damage your computer, block access to your computer, and alter your
computer's settings and other vital data. The program comes with a comprehensive list of virus scanners from Kaspersky,
Symantec, AVAST, McAfee, Dell, AVG, Trend Micro, and others. In addition, it contains antivirus software for Mac, which is
an extremely popular operating system in the computer world. Virus Scanner has got all the features that you would want in your
virus-scanning program. It is extremely easy to use, and you can find everything you need easily in a single, user-friendly
program. That is the reason why this antivirus program has risen to the top, as a highly efficient program which gets the job
done. Some of the most useful features in the program include: * Antivirus protection from all known viruses * The optional
deleting of infected files * Protection against the installation of executable viruses * The optional removal of the installation of
executable viruses * Stop the execution of the installer * Free hard disk space and prevent deletion of infected files * Protection
from the installation of executable worms * Prompt assistance in case of any problems in the program * Quarantine virus in the
quarantine files * Constant monitoring of infected files in the quarantine files * Temporary and permanent deletion of infected
files * All files found in quarantine can be restored with one click * The ability to optionally delete infected files * Constant
monitoring of
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3 Easy Steps to Find the Perfect Desktop for You A Comprehensive List of Specs for A PC, A Tablet, & More Unique Mass
Storage Calculator Briefing you about relevant data Categorized by Specs: CPU, RAM, Memory, Motherboard, Peripherals,
Hard Drive, Security, Graphics, Audio, Power, & More Peripherals: Wifi, Bluetooth, Network Adapter, Bluetooth Keyboard,
Mouse, Webcam, Headphones, Headphones/Microphone, Video Card, Webcam, Monitor Features 4 Tips for a Sleeker Desktop
at Home Not Just for Windows 10 Helpful Reminders to Keep in Mind Windows 7/8/8.1 included A fan of Windows 8? Well,
this app is not for you... At a Glance This is an easy-to-use app that lets you know all that you need to know about your
computer and its components. Add to that Speccy's other bonuses like the Storage Calculator, and you're all set to be a good tech
owner! What's New Version 0.2 - Updated for Windows 10 What’s New Version 0.2 added support for Windows 10. The
Storage Calculator has been redesigned to handle drives with partitions. To check your OS version: Click the “Settings” button
on the top right corner. - Fixed some crashes and improved stability. Ratings Details Speccy is a complete system info program
that can guide you through a full, detailed view of your PC's specs, along with power and device monitoring. It is extremely easy
to use and offers a premium overview for how your hardware is configured. If you just want to check your system's hardware,
then this is the app for you. Do you know what your hardware is? Do you know what software and drivers are installed? Speccy
is the easiest way to find out! It is made for Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10, Vista, ME, XP, Mac, & Unix systems. It can help you to find
out what your current PC configuration is, what software is installed, and what errors might be causing your system to be slow
or freezing up. Speccy has been described as the "Windows Device Manager" for PCs. This is not a hardware diagnostic
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What is Speccy? Speccy is designed to be a quick and handy resource for system specs. It features an intuitive interface, a lot of
data on most main components found on a normal desktop, a decent storage and network section, and a robust list of
overclocking options. Speccy is laid out around five main sections: * Specifications * Memory * Graphics * Storage * Audio *
Overclocking What’s in Speccy? Speccy is a free app designed by ValleyRanch Software. The app’s main focus is on retrieving
a wide array of information about your hardware, displayed in a simple, yet intuitive user interface. If you have an Intel or AMD
processor, you may enjoy using the app. Otherwise, Speccy will display your system’s processor, motherboard, NVIDIA and
AMD graphics, storage, audio, and other features. Speccy Features: * Intuitive interface * Comprehensive storage section *
GPU information * CPU information * Integrated overclocking features * Data export Speccy's design is modern and
minimalistic, and in a way, it brings to mind Google's material design. It is a quick and convenient resource for all systems, but
is also an extremely powerful tool. Speccy Benefits: * Unmatched amount of data * Easy to use * Simple interface * Useful
overclocking features Where can I download Speccy? Speccy is available as a free download on the Windows Store, but a
premium upgrade is available as well. Either method works. Speccy is a modern app, with a very accessible interface, and its
core mechanic is very simple. No matter how much or little experience you have with PCs, Speccy can be a good resource for
your desktop and notebook. How can I get Speccy? If you want to download Speccy, you can do so from the Windows Store.
However, if you want to get the premium features, the fee is $2.99. Speccy Review: What's New in Speccy? Speccy 1.3.1:
Increased GPU uptime. Speccy worked with NVIDIA GPUs before, but now it's available for AMD GPUs as well. How's
Speccy for you? Speccy Summary Speccy: Pros - Unmatched amount of information - Easy to

What's New In Speccy?

A summary of your specs Speccy, per its name, is mainly concerned with showing you details about your specs. It is an easy
program to pick up, and it'll greet you with plenty of information about your system upon first contact. Important data will be
presented on the "Summary" screen, with information such as your operating system, CPU, RAM, motherboard, GPU, among
others, being immediately observable. Upon interacting with one of the elements present on the main screen, a submenu with
additional details about that component will be opened. For instance, clicking on the "CPU" tab will bring forth information
about its cores, threads, family, instruction sets, among other useful knowledge. More specificity, for those who need it Besides
the regular data you may find Speccy revealing, you will notice that it also informs you on your hardware's clocks, as well as the
temperature for each component. This is especially useful if you're curious whether a part of your system is throttling
performance due to thermals. The interface is intuitive, sleek, and modern, with tinges of minimalism. Copying and pasting the
information found on this app is also easy to do, as the data is selectable. Users can also access the storage, audio, peripherals,
and network sections. In conclusion, Speccy is a solid app to try if you're looking to find out more about your machine. Its
simple design, paired with the amount of detail revealed after interacting with an element, makes for a piece of software that
can accommodate both casual and power users alike. Advances The Basic Concept Of Weight Loss Subscribe to watch more
videos: With most of the top fitnesswear manufacturers advertising in a variety of fad-esque ways, it can be hard to understand
if a particular product is even profitable. As a starting point, a few examples will demonstrate that the way that these companies
advertise holds a lot of weight that can reveal a great deal of their marketing strategy. With nearly every penny’s worth of a
product costing several millions of dollars to create fuel consumption and weight gain, it is simple to understand what is
happening and how these products can affect the environment. Read more about this here: Just how much do you like your
fitness gear? A new study has just claimed the best
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 x64 or higher (Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10) CPU: 4GHz Dual-Core Processor or better Memory: 4 GB RAM or
higher Free Disk Space: At least 4 GB for installing the game DirectX: Version 9.0 or higher Video card: 1024 x 768 or higher
resolution Network: Broadband internet connection Sound: DirectX compatible sound card Hard Drive: 3 GB or more Internet:
Broadband internet connection Star Trek™: Bridge
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